
Choose Your Own Movie Rec
By Payton Simonson

Are you a high school student who doesn’t want to do their

assignments? I have the perfect faux-productive activity: watching

films. As someone who, as of April 11th of this year, has seen 42

films this year alone, I feel qualified enough to share what movies

you should watch based on your personality, so I’ve created this

survey to assign you a proper movie that I’m 99% sure you’ll enjoy.

1: How mature do you think you are?

A. Mentally I am 12

B. I am the epitome of what a teenager is

C. I am mentally a college student

D. I am having my midlife crisis

E. I am elderly

2: What is your favorite genre of movie? (If it’s not included here it doesn’t exist.

Ok? Write your own article.)

A. Adventure

B. Psychological

C. Horror

D. Romance

E. Comedy

3: What are you working on internally right now?

A. Connecting with my inner child



B. Figuring out what is going on with my head

C. Learning how to separate myself from the internet

D. Trying to understand love

E. Becoming a kinder person

4: How are you feeling right now?

A. Lazy

B. Stressed

C. Bored

D. Frustrated

E. Disconnected

5: What’s your favorite school subject?

A. Art

B. Psychology / Science

C. Literally none of them

D. English

E. Physical Education

IF YOU MOSTLY CHOSE…
A. Watch Paddington (PG) (Netflix)

This movie follows the story of a Peruvian bear attempting to find a home in London.
You’re a very kind, creative person who heavily values the connections in your life.
You’ll love this movie for its stunning visuals and heartwarming found-family story.

B. Watch Girl, Interrupted ® (Netflix)
This movie follows the story of a girl institutionalized for a suicide attempt who finds
friends in her ward.



You are a very intelligent and mature person who is incredibly curious about the world
yet unsure about your future. You’ll love this movie for its excellent casting and realistic
look into how someone can learn how to take care of their mind.

C. Watch Spree ® (Hulu)
This movie follows the story of a former youtuber turned streamer, who uses his career
as a Spree driver to livestream murders of his passengers for views.
You are someone looking for more excitement in their life. You’ll love this movie for its
realistic depiction of the internet and its hilarious dark humor scenes.

D. Watch Her ® (Netflix)
This movie follows the story of a lonely man who falls in love with his phone’s operating
system.
You are a mature person who struggles to understand people around them. You’ll love
this movie for how it earnestly depicts a love story and for its relatable, yet irritating
protagonist.

E. Watch Little Miss Sunshine ® Hulu
This movie follows a dysfunctional family as they travel across the country so that a
young girl can participate in a beauty pageant.
You are an interesting person who wants to take life easy. You’ll love this movie for its
loving depiction of a family and its true compassion.


